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On 10 December 1982, HQ USAF constituted the Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Education (CADRE) and tasked the new organization to research, formulate, analyze, test, and publish doctrinal and concept studies. The new organization would also embrace the Aerospace Studies Institute, the Air University Press, and the projected Command Readiness Exercise System. Air University provided 70 manpower authorizations from its existing resources to get CADRE off the ground and anticipated adding 24 more slots in FY 85 with the establishment of the Command Readiness Exercise System.

Quality Center became the Air Force Quality Institute; the name of the Air University Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Education changed to College of Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Education; and the Ira C. Eaker Center for Professional Development became the Ira C. Eaker College for Professional Development. Deputy Chiefs of Staff Become Directors In accordance with guidance from the Air Staff, Air Training Command dropped the use of the title Chief of Staff on 1 February 1993 and referred to the individual holding that position as the Director of Executive Services. At the same time, the command also discontinued use of the title Deputy Chief of Staff for those heading major staff agencies and referred to them as Directors. The changes in terminology had a trickle-down effect; DCSs became directorates, directorates became divisions, and so on down the line.